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All VFM measures are not created equal…

Cost-
effectiveness 

analysis

Return on 
investment

Social return 
on investment

Cost-benefit 
analysis

Cost-
consequence 

analysis

Cost-utility 
analysis



Sets out simply

– What some of the main 
economic measures are

– Their strengths and limitations

– Examples from a broad range 
of wider determinants

– Where to go for more

– … and, which may be most 
useful for which purpose

Understanding the economics of investmentsin
the social determinants of health



The financial imperative

– Spend to save?

The economic imperative

– What’s the business case?

– Choosing amongst alternatives?

The service imperative

– The burden of illness?

– Balancing impact on population health with inequality?

The imperative



Cost of illness

– Starting point for most JSNAs is population health needs

– The “cost of illness” is the costs of the existing NHS response to 
these needs, and often the wider public and individual costs.

– But says nothing about the response, or whether – if there is one 
– it is worth pursuing, given other calls on resources.

Some measures



Cost of intervention

– Simply, what does it cost to do something, to provide a service?

– Where economic and accounting measures identical

– But, says nothing in itself of the benefits of that servive, what 
health has resulted, is it worth doing?  Simply looking at the cost 
says nothing about this.

Some measures



Cost-benefit analysis

– Seeks to compare the costs with doing something, to the benefits 
that flow from doing so

– Standard HMT technique, assembly of costs and value of benefits –
expressed in monetary terms – to see whether something is worth 
pursuing

– Where cost per QALY values very helpful, translating “health” into 
money.  If sum of benefits > sum of costs, then “worth doing”. Or 
if the benefit-cost ratio (BCR > 1)

– But what about equity? Who benefits, who bears the costs?

Some measures



Social return on investment

– (Arguably) a form of disaggregated cost-benefit analysis, 
unbundles the BCR, to see which costs and benefits fall on who 

– Perhaps the measure that is most attuned to equity, since allows 
an understanding of who is affected by what

– Less disciplined, or rule-driven than CBA, an advantage and a 
problem

– But, hard though to think of an SROI analysis that doesn’t come 
up with an answer that suggests the benefits outweigh the costs! 

Some measures



Cost-effectiveness and cost-utility analysis

– CEA, compares the costs and effects of alternative actions towards 
the same, given goal.

– CUA, as above but expresses the effects in a common, usually 
QALYs.

– Suited for choosing between alternatives.

– But, usually ignores equity, although academic work ongoing to 
take into account, this is complex and not widely used to date.

Some measures



Return on investment

– Linked to cost-benefit analysis, but with a particular emphasis on 
flows over time.

– In the area of wider determinants, the returns or benefits, often 
include a mixture of cost savings to different public services and 
wider monetary valuations of effects (such as impact on 
individual’s health) 

– But, consequently the devil is in the detail, what’s in my ROI 
calculation and the assumptions I make are likely to be different to 
yours.

Some measures



Therfore, choose horses for courses



What is your core imperative and objective?

Cost-
effectiveness 

analysis

Return on 
investment

Social return 
on investment

Cost-benefit 
analysis

Cost-
consequence 

analysis

Cost-utility 
analysis

The financial imperative

– Spend to save?

The economic imperative

– What’s the business case?

– Choosing amongst alternatives?

The service imperative

– The burden of illness?

– Balancing population health & inequality?



What is your core question?



What is your core question?



What is your core question?



What is your core question?



For more

http://www.instituteofhealthequity.org/projects/local-

action-on-health-inequalities-series-overview



And our set of ROI slides

http://www.kingsfund.org.uk/publichealth


